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➔ A set of authorized 
terminology 

What is controlled 
vocabulary? ➔ In library cataloging: 

◆ Subjects 

◆ Names 

◆ Series 

◆ Physical descriptors 

➔ A consistent way to 
describe data 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A controlled vocabulary is a restricted list of words or terms typically used for descriptive cataloging, tagging or indexing.  In the cataloging we do at Charlotte Mecklenburg, that most often means subject, names (both personal and corporate), series, and physical descriptors. 



➔ Library of Congress 
Authorities 

➔ Library of Congress 
Genre/Form Terms 

➔ Thesaurus for Graphic 
Materials (TGM) 

➔ Bilindex 

➔ RDA 
 

Examples of 
controlled 
vocabulary 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Library of Congress authorities--maintained by the LoC and select libraries who have been trained by the LoC. This is the main source we use for the majority of our materials.  We use this for author names, subject headings, geographic names, series titles, etc.Library of Congress Genre/Form terms for Library/Archival Materials -- describes what work IS, rather than what it is ABOUT. So a book ABOUT “Detective & mystery films” is different than an actual “Detective & mystery film”TGM -- Used for things like our postcard and photograph collectionsBilindex--Spanish subject headingsRDA-- Resource Description and Access.  The rules the library world uses for cataloging.  Not a taxonomy per se, but does include standardized terms, i.e. “author”, not “writer”******This is by no means an exhaustive list, there are many thesauri for various disciplines, medicine, social sciences, visual arts, etc.

https://authorities.loc.gov/
https://authorities.loc.gov/


Relationships between terms 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://lccn.loc.gov/sh85010201 http://authorities.loc.gov/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?RefCodes=3&ref=1&hd=1,1&SEQ=20170420092222&Search_Arg=bridgewater%20state%20college&Search_Code=NHED_&CNT=100&PID=b8GhLC5SzPtJR2r1qQzHMVzQmsLC4F&SID=3 



Controlled vocabulary in the 
CML Postcard Collection 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://cdm16844.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/p16844coll1/id/484 //www.loc.gov/pictures/item/tgm006809/ 



“Illegal Aliens” 

In March 2016 the Library of Congress canceled 
the subject heading “Illegal aliens” in favor of 
“Noncitizens” and “Unauthorized 
immigration”. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2016 LoC canceled the subject heading “illegal aliens” in favor of “noncitizens” and “unauthorized immigration”.  This was in response to complaints the term “illegal alien” was a “dehumanizing, inaccurate, offensive, and inflammatory term.”



“Illegal Aliens” 

HR 4926 - Stopping Partisan Policy at the 
Library of Congress Act 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When the House Appropriations Cmte caught wind of this, they introduced HR 4926, the “Stopping Partisan Policy at the Library of Congress Act”, directing LoC to change back to the “illegal aliens” subject heading or lose funding in FY17.





Why? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://lccn.loc.gov/n2006086516 



Doesn’t everyone just keyword search anyway? 

One-third of hits would not be 
retrieved (35.9% of hits would not 
be found) 

Higher number of false hits 

Retrieval of relevant records 

Gross, Tina, and Taylor, Arlene G. “What have we got to lose? 
The effect of controlled vocabulary on keyword searching 
results.” College & Research Libraries, May 2005, 212-230. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a study published in College & Research Libraries, if subject headings were to be removed from or no longer included in catalog records, users performing keyword searches woul’d miss more than one-third of the hits they currently retrieve. Using controlled vocabulary in the form of subject headings allow the retrieval of relevant records that could not be retrieved with some keyword searches because one of more of the words sought do not appear anywhere else in the record.  An example of this can be seen in the record for “Thug Kitchen”, which is a vegetarian cookbook. https://cmlibrary.bibliocommons.com/item/show/1407142106_thug_kitchen 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://www.hedden-information.com/accidental-taxonomist.htm Charlotte Mecklenburg Library also has this available as an ebook free to download with your library card!
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